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been to say that proportions of greater inequality, of equality, and of lesser inequality are distinct genera and have no
proportions to each other, as a line has no relation to a plane, and a plane no relation to a solid. In answer to the question
“whether there is any proportion larger than a proportion of equality,” Blasius says that both possible answers can be
defended (p. 115), which he proceeds to do. As a document associated with teaching over many years, the Questiones
circa Tractatum Proportionum includes much that Blasius thought would be of value to students, sometimes to the
detriment of tight structure or consistent argument.
According to Biard and Rommevaux, the text of Blasius’s Questiones circa Tractatum Proportionum found in
Milan, Ambrosiana F. 145, ff. 5va–18rb, is different from that in the manuscripts they edited, and probably earlier.
The passages that they cite in their Introduction from the Milan version raise the likelihood that insight into Blasius’s
position and method of working could be gained by comparing the two versions—it would have been good if they had
included in their edition more extensive excerpts from the Milan version. In their introduction (pp. 11–13), Biard and
Rommevaux note that Blasius praises mathematics for its certainty, far beyond that of natural philosophy or theology.
For this journal I have emphasized the mathematical aspects of the text, but there is much else of interest here with
regard to natural philosophy (for instance, about magnets), which I do not have space to discuss.
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In 1574, Christoph Clavius (1538–1612) published his edition of Euclid’s Elements for the first time. Five further
editions enlarged and enriched by the editor followed during Clavius’s lifetime (in 1589, 1591, 1603, 1607, and 1611).
The last version, being the first volume of Clavius’s Mathematical Works (5 vols. 1611/12), was reprinted in 1999 by
Olms-Weidmann and contains an index of proper names not to be found in Clavius’s own edition.
In her meritorious book Rommevaux analyzes the relation between Euclid’s text of his Elements and Clavius’s
very voluminous own commentaries (Part 1: pp. 13–113) and translates into French the 19 Euclidean definitions of
Book V of the Elements, together with Clavius’s most interesting explanations and additions (Part 2: pp. 115–276,
corresponding to Clavius, Mathematical Works, vol. I, pp. 166–221).
Thus, Part 1 is a general study of Clavius’s interventions. The examples are mainly taken from Book V. The
author begins with a biographical survey, Clavius’s interest in mathematical instruction, and his praise of the dignity,
excellence, and utility of the mathematical sciences. Clavius collected the older results, so that his edition became
larger and larger. He added axioms, demonstrations, particular cases not dealt with by Euclid, figures, generalizations,
and new applications disposing of Zamberti’s and Commandino’s Latin editions. Very seldom, he replaced Euclid’s
demonstrations by those of Campanus.
Rommevaux pays special attention to the notion of denomination (“denominator” in Latin), which has to be distin-
guished from the notion of denominator of a fraction and which makes it possible to understand the essence of a ratio
because it expresses the way in which two quantities are mutually related to each other. She rightly emphasizes that
the Elements include two theories of proportions, that of continuous geometrical magnitudes of Book V and that of
integers of Book VII.
She convincingly explains why she does not see any assimilation of the ratio to a quantity thanks to its denomination
and why she prefers to speak of a commented edition instead of a recension (pp. 75, 108). The fifth and last chapter of
Part 1 is dedicated to Clavius’s treatise on arithmetical, geometrical, and harmonical proportionalities: Rommevaux is
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well acquainted with Clavius’s medieval and Arabic predecessors and draws helpful conclusions after the ends of the
different chapters and Part 1 as well. Four appendixes comprehend an enumeration of the different editions of Clavius’s
Elements, a comparative table of the readings of the definitions in the editions by Campanus, Zamberti, Commandino,
and Clavius, a list of the postulates and axioms of Books I and VII, and a French version of Euclid’s definitions
(Elements III, 5–III, 10) and propositions (Elements VI, 33) and Clavius’s comments regarding the similarity of
circular segments.
Such a diligent historical analysis based on a sovereign command of Latin is a highly appreciated contribution to
the history of mathematics.
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Folks who want to read about Newton can get lost. There is a wealth of literature available on Newton’s life
and science, which is likely to become more abundant as the years go by. Marco Panza has made a thorough study
of the young Newton’s early work, the scholarly literature on which is rather less abundant, and come up with a
reconstruction of Newton’s intellectual path.
Panza’s primary source is the Whiteside edition, mainly the first volumes [Newton, 1967–1981]. His aim is to
rebuild in synoptic fashion the main part of Newton’s analysis, to show the epistemological and structural difference
between Newton’s work and the differential and integral calculus.
Panza’s bibliography is quite rich, as far as studies of Newton’s mathematical works are concerned. He refutes
Henk Bos’ recent reconstruction of Descartes’ La Géométrie, and proposes another in its place. Bos considers that
the “book’s primary aim was to provide a general method for geometrical problem solving and not to establish a
technique for studying curves” [Bos, 2001, p. 228]. Panza prefers to understand this book as an attempt to deduce the
fundamental geometrical properties from the equation of any curve (p. 42). Now, there are two ways to read Descartes,
with two objectives. In summary, Bos studies Descartes qua Descartes, while Panza focuses on Newton’s reading of
Descartes.
Panza begins by retracing the background to Newton’s work, paying attention to two forerunners in particular. The
first of these is Wallis, with his method of quadratures in the Arithmetica Infinitorum. The second is Descartes, famous
for the geometrical algebra featured in all versions of La Géométrie. Wallis, in his Arithmetica Infinitorum, gives two
methods of quadratures, the first devolving to the hyperbola and the second to the circle. Panza describes these two
quadratures and explains how Newton makes a simple algorithm of a quadrature of some classes of curves (from early
1664 to summer 1665). The author sets out his interpretation and Newton’s modification of Descartes’s method of
tangents and normals. He also mentions how Newton has widened the field to draw in results on normals and the
radius of curvature. Panza explains Newton’s attempt to unify the algorithms of normals and those of quadratures.
Newton introduced the notion of motion into this field of research in early autumn 1665, enabling a transformation of
the algorithm of normals into an algorithm of motions.
This raised the question of motion composition. Newton rephrased and extended Roberval’s method of tangents
so that he could turn his algorithm of motions into a velocity algorithm, which is the central point of the method of
fluxions. Panza believes the Treatise of October 1666 to be the founding act of the method of fluxions. Indeed, all
previous work (from early 1664 to May 1666) was taken up in this manuscript, resulting in an algorithmic procedure
known as fluxions, for use in solving various sorts of problems.
